In celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, the Latin American Studies Program presents

A Journey through Colombia

A concert of Colombian Folk Music

“‘A Journey Through Colombia’ includes a repertoire of traditional rhythms from the different geographical regions of Colombia.

Colombian singer, Claudia Grenier, is a classically trained Soprano. She is dedicated to not only performing but also researching the great wealth of Latin American folk traditions.

Winner of the prestigious Mono Núñez Festival Award, Ms. Grenier has recorded and performed extensively across America and Europe. As a soloist, as well as member of various vocal ensembles, she has performed in numerous festivals in Austria, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay, and Argentina.

Featuring Colombian singer

Claudia Lucía Grenier, *Soprano*

Ricardo Saeb, *Guitar (Mexico)*

Friday, September 16th, 2011 at 3:30 pm
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